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Title word cross-reference

(2 + 1) [1026]. (2, 2) [460]. 1  
[1304, 1000, 1225, 1155, 832, 1289, 1006, 1437, 932, 880, 1745, 1037]. 1:1 [851]. 2  
[1304, 1741, 1003, 1391, 1475, 1289, 858, 994, 1411, 1570]. 2 × 2 [1557, 857]. 3  
[1528, 1225, 1522, 1034, 1645, 1457, 542, 1074, 1289, 1042, 1285, 1388, 1036, 1440, 1022, 505].  

\( v \) [1813]. Ai(\( x \)) [166]. C\( \infty \) [935]. EC\( 0 \) [493].  
\( G_{x_0} \) [832]. \( I_1 \) [1336]. \( I_4 \) [1336]. \( I_6 \) [1336].  
\( J_v(t) \) [165]. \( J_v(t) \) [165]. \( J_v(t) \) [165]. \( t^1 \) [1826]. \( L^2 \) [1818, 1361, 1745, 954]. \( \lambda \) [1543, 477]. \( m \) [1611]. \( m > -1 \) [292]. \( \mathbf{R}^N \) [1134, 1138]. K\( \mathcal{L} \) [1542]. \( m \rightarrow +\infty \) [228]. \( N \) [882, 1493, 545, 1451, 790, 1075, 1332]. \( v_0 \) [763]. \( \omega \) [477]. \( p \) [1286]. \( P − N \) [48].  

327]. \( q \) [64, 89, 145]. \( \mathbf{R}^2 \) [359]. \( T \) [1549]. \( \theta \) [1069]. \( u_t = (|u|^{m-1}u_x)_x \) [292]. \( u_t = \nabla \cdot (u^m \nabla u) \) [228]. \( W \) [1418]. \( x^{3/2} \) [166]. \( z(x, y) \) [881].  


1 [1312]. 107 \( \uparrow \) [1133]. 1D [1837].
2 [1077]. 27 [37]. 2D [1012, 1769, 1767]. 2nd [1324].

35 [219]. 37 [278]. 3D [1770, 1767].

4 [1209]. 46 [437]. 49 [450].

502 [1783]. 55 [569].

60th [1469]. 67 [760].

70th [1329].

82j [37]. 87c [219].

90a [278]. 92b [437]. 93j [450]. 97b [569].

A. [522]. abdominal [1345]. above [1765].


Analysing [1249, 1268]. Analysis [1627, 1024, 1801, 84, 1511, 1670, 1647, 666, 1352, 1006, 651, 1662, 48, 1333, 1337, 1179, 1150, 1069, 1600, 1663, 737, 861, 57, 1810, 1498, 924, 891, 1400, 255, 1404, 331, 609, 646, 1303, 1500, 1770, 934, 954, 33, 623, 621, 1754, 1775, 811, 863, 1096, 85, 928, 822, 775, 1211, 1383, 1832, 583, 231, 242, 546, 564, 907, 1282, 1462, 1192, 1447, 1497, 220, 161, 1698, 943, 1120, 1256, 1672, 826, 1559, 253, 1345, 894, 162, 1363, 1526, 757, 722, 358, 327, 634, 784, 1173, 1624, 1101, 1548, 386, 391, 730, 5,
Avrami [1531]. axial [820, 187, 1086].
axially [1732, 879, 436]. Axisymmetric [429, 563, 276, 658, 814, 1040, 1078, 489,
1509, 211, 1327, 1811, 1559, 28]. azimuthal [1338].

B [278, 1094]. background [1708, 1751].
backing [234]. Bäcklund [1156, 583, 697].
bar [1387, 1002, 937]. barrier [1287, 321, 382]. barriers [868, 198, 158].
bars [726, 955]. base [1029]. based [668, 891, 945, 811, 1042, 581, 1052, 1140,
685, 1230, 404, 1125, 1548, 1610]. basic [203]. Basis [36, 1014, 842, 751]. batch
[1381]. Bayesian [945]. beaches [86]. beam [681, 444, 774, 1635, 651, 1141, 1830, 1029,
751, 1130, 1773, 1033]. beam-columns [1130]. beam-like [444]. beams [62, 1155, 162, 842].
behavior [949]. Behaviour [959, 1745, 799, 1459, 1619, 692, 833, 257,
714, 1051, 453, 553, 733, 1079, 1601, 567,
951, 1174, 1336, 354, 1210, 1676, 171, 427,
434, 1812, 1714, 902, 1233, 181, 1082, 1134].
behind [1407]. Bell [1191]. bells [1644].
below [211]. Beltrami [1747, 1722].
Bénard [476]. bending [155, 716, 1338,
1375, 822, 215, 1102, 1337, 1492, 1618].
Benjamin [364]. bent [342, 289]. Bernoulli [1281, 651, 842]. Berry [430]. Bessel
[165, 971, 324]. bets [926]. between [1227, 230, 1763, 309, 211, 1819, 531, 1705,
859, 77, 1386, 474, 549, 1319, 1427, 674,
1166, 535, 392, 92, 1363, 1331, 602]. beyond [1731, 1146]. bi [879, 1621, 1331, 1723],
bi-axially [879]. bi-Laplacian [1723].
bi-material [1331]. bi-stochastic [1621].
BIAcore [974]. bianisotropic [1299].
biased [400]. biaxial [1471, 1517].

bidirectional [1683]. BIE [986]. BIE- FE
[986]. bifurcated [510]. bifurcating [1536].
Bifurcation [1475, 1752, 1174, 775, 558,
1057, 1137, 1731, 924, 38, 1674, 945, 1495,
438, 267, 1245, 1727, 1124, 1101, 1041].

Bifurcations [770, 1763, 1476, 1472, 1102, 1736]. big
[1463]. biharmonic [1062, 1597, 76].
bilayer [1767]. bilevel [1831, 1825].
binomial [121, 64, 104]. biomaterials [914].
Binary [1191, 1205, 1684, 186, 1759, 279,
185, 806, 391]. Bingham [643]. bio [1337].
bio-inspired [1337]. biofilm [1792].
biological [1243, 1350, 800]. biology
[1144, 469]. bioluminescence [1360, 928].
biomass [829]. biomechanical [738].
bio mechanics [1793]. biorthogonal
[1320, 330]. birefringence [342]. Birth
[1522]. birthday [1329, 1469]. bisphe rical
[225, 217]. Bivariational [263]. black
[1774, 1535]. Blake [1578, 1661]. bleeding
[1326]. Block [541]. Block-size [541].
blocks [742]. Blow
[1744, 620, 1528, 1247, 831, 567, 612, 675,
767, 1291, 295, 1311, 1214, 1440]. blow-up
[1528, 1247, 831, 567, 612, 675, 767, 1291,
295, 1311, 1214, 1440]. blowflies [1304].
Blowing [1348]. Blowing-up [1348].
Blowup [801]. bodies [1490, 1275, 150,
1414, 1072, 501, 1272, 841, 1714]. body
[1091, 1653, 1252, 332, 754, 596, 776, 434,
1209, 1128, 1399, 654, 713, 1246, 1667].

Bogdanov [1731]. boiler [1087]. boiling
[1181]. Boltzmann [22, 1163, 1164, 1167,
1166, 246, 1168, 1159, 1165]. bond [687].
bonded [1544]. bone [1793]. Book [23].
books [258]. boost [1474]. border
[1475, 1618]. Born [1237]. borne [1795].
Bose [1609]. both [1441]. bottom
[989, 1411]. bounce [1801]. bound
[269, 12, 956, 1742]. boundaries [249, 1516,
1638, 944, 1652, 1611, 297, 1738, 399].

Boundary [84, 1569, 1769, 465, 157, 835,
446, 748, 291, 540, 701, 833, 1744, 1606, 1815,
Displacements [495, 409, 992].

Diffusion-controlled [1479].

Diffusion-reaction [272].

Diffusions [1393].

Diffusiophoresis [1834].

Dirichlet [1061, 1739, 65, 1404, 1285, 698, 1419, 1013, 752, 1385, 383].

Discharge [1741, 602].

Disordered [1359].

Disassembly [381, 260, 355].

Disappearance [156].

Dipole [615, 1110].

Dimension [778, 253, 683, 1524, 1455].

Discontinuous [74, 185, 1710].

Discontinuity [1519, 43].

Disco [968, 375].

Discharge [381, 260, 355].

Discontinuities [6, 15, 916, 1295].

Discontinuity [1519, 43].

Discontinuous [744, 1536, 1642, 537, 1111, 1025, 865].

Discrete [1595, 703, 777, 1121, 860, 1721, 332, 351, 1174, 1554, 808, 999, 300, 1723].

Discrete-time [1721].

Discretization [91].

Discs [405].

Disease [1519].

Disorders [1222].

Dispersion [303, 1357, 1377, 534, 1396, 674, 1018, 1316, 13].

Dispersive [1727, 1308, 1669].

Dispersive-dissipative [1308].

Displacement [332, 1086, 1492, 247].

Displacements [214].

Dissipation [1654, 1623, 1076, 1141, 356].

Dissipative [833, 1805, 1778, 1235, 1308].

Dissociative [546].

Dissolution [1484, 1624, 995].

Distance [323].

Distances [1395].

Distancing [1604].

Distinguished [1652].

Distributed [866, 1598, 1781, 1352, 1591, 843, 1358, 1660, 455, 1393].

Distributed-order [1393].

Distribution [188, 1118, 1442, 495, 1514, 1110, 1343, 1499].

Distributional [167].

Distributions [379, 210, 1355, 1531, 750, 232, 1524].

Distributive [998].

Divergent [934].

Dixit [1376].

DNLS [1202].

Domain [1061, 38, 663, 1789, 1721, 614, 1545, 793, 682].

Domains [1229, 1638, 940, 1443, 1721, 1052, 1597, 1540, 743, 1393].

Domination [152, 1737].

Dominated [400].

Dopant [280, 231].

Dopants [188].

Doped [1202].

Dose [1830].

Dots [1083].

Double [1300, 1574, 1495, 239, 1502, 462, 1611].

Double-layered [1574].

Double-stator [1300].

Doubly [1446, 1816, 1477, 1614, 781].

Doubly-periodic [1816, 1477].

Down [834, 1207].

Drainage [1790, 1784, 1166].

Drifting [735, 834].

Drift [400, 555, 1192].

Drift-diffusion [1192].

Drift-dominated [400].

Driven [979, 810, 980, 1582, 1291, 1477, 1767, 1834, 1342, 1116, 81, 1129, 1692].

Drop [1561, 1184].

Droplet [1673, 1185].

Droplets [1693, 1165].

Drops [1012, 912].

Drug [1250, 1624].

Dry [1180].

Drying [1834].

Dryland [1758].

Dryout [1087].

Dual [948, 70, 796, 907, 1716].

Duality [642, 498, 1310].

Duct [643, 276, 1725].

Ducts [6, 15, 944].

Due [135, 597, 77, 549, 1623, 1734, 1264, 543, 1333, 1608, 1486].

Duffing [227, 307].

Dupuit [344].

Duration [754].

During [103, 188, 1564, 1083, 185, 727, 880, 1393, 1682].

Dynamic [818, 1344, 1164, 1554, 861, 1604, 912, 1650, 1770, 1601, 394, 1425, 1439, 94, 1773].

Dynamic-type [1425].

Dynamical
Evolution

Gradient-induced [1673]. gradients [645].
Graham [278]. Graham-Eagle [278].
grain [1531, 1738]. grain-size [1531].
granular [1187, 1654, 1554, 823]. Graph [1651, 1659].
gravitations [1090]. Gravity [979, 182, 1534, 1572, 439, 171, 972, 478, 1470, 81, 1267].
growing [188].


Hamiltonian [606].


Hashin [512]. Hashin-Shtrikman [512].

Havelock [1470]. having [1668, 923, 1624].

health [1344]. hearing [682]. heart [1766].
Heat [84, 392, 39, 190, 359, 799, 1115, 1815, 1252, 886, 80, 1513, 1298, 726, 1182, 36, 408, 236, 1356, 445, 884, 967, 1314, 282, 1425, 83, 1690, 988, 636, 905, 1806, 1374, 1367, 830, 189, 283, 1608, 1613, 93, 137].


helicity [1076]. Helmholtz [3, 1739, 1034, 918, 1743, 1027, 71, 229, 1615]. Helmholtz-type [1027]. Hénon [1051].

hepatitis [1094]. Hermite [20, 863].


heterogeneous [1402, 1516, 1819, 248, 825, 1693, 552, 1016, 1165].

heuristic [827].

hexagonal [1647, 996]. Hidden [559, 463, 1436]. hierarchies [983]. hierarchy [1501, 1793].


High-contrast [1671]. High-frequency [486, 1370, 1652].

High-low [1457]. High-order [360, 273, 759]. high-speed [1321, 1420, 706]. high-wavenumber [476]. high/low [300].

high/low-wave-number [300].

higher [545, 1030, 1391, 378, 936, 246, 571, 136, 1455, 1041]. higher-index [378].

higher-order [545, 1030, 936, 571]. highest [78].

highlights [1461]. highly [732, 461, 906, 823, 1399].

highway [730].

HII [115]. Hilbert [1427, 1054, 154, 1301].

Hilliard [703, 333, 243, 1729]. hindrance [974]. History [1354, 1286].

History-dependent [1354]. HIV [1312, 1600, 1794]. HIV-1 [1312].

hodograph [268]. Hogan [1469].

Hohenberg [1730]. Hölder [1515]. holding [466].

hole [366, 437]. hole-pressure [366, 437].

Holes [84, 1774, 1598, 636].

Holling [1245, 1016].

hollow [1109]. Holm [1214, 1493].

holonomic [1202].
INEVITABILITY [1824]. INEXACT [1831].
INEXTENSIBLE [107, 523]. INFECTED [1662].
INFECTION [1604, 1094, 1312, 1458, 1600, 1794].
INFECTIOUS [1480]. INFELD [1237].
INFILTRATION [213]. INFINITY [66, 234, 735, 30, 681, 62, 495, 1804, 409, 1816, 276, 680, 1421, 1556, 1656, 246, 1615, 222, 557, 688].
INFILTRATED [1105]. INFILTRATION [155, 267, 449, 418]. INFUSION [989, 1390, 1591, 954, 1814, 298].
INFORMATION [1553, 413]. INFORMED [1827].
INGHAM [1215]. INHIBITION [789, 1767, 902].
INHIBITOR [1137]. INHIBITORY [1550].
INHOMOGENEITIES [877, 1097].
INHOMOGENEITY [779, 1513, 821, 869, 508].
INITIAL-BOUNDARY [396, 1806, 1789, 863, 1233, 1709, 1815].
INITIAL-BOUNDARY-VALUE [1121].
INITIAL-LAYER [888]. INITIAL-VALUE [1070, 1111, 1290, 1529, 943]. INITIALLY [609, 1380, 1313]. INITIATION [993].
INITIATIVE [1783]. INFECTING [574].
INJECTION [297, 947, 948, 1477, 1134, 482].
INPUT [1386, 774, 475]. INPUT-OUTPUT [1386].
INSTANTANEOUS [87, 746, 1633]. INSULATED [403]. INSULATION [578]. INSULATORS [1785].
INTEGRATED [627]. INTEGRATING [581].
INTEGRAL [1087, 1259, 123, 1394, 1069].
INTEGRAL-DIFFERENCE [1259].
INTEGRAL-DIFFERENTIAL [1087, 123, 1394].
INTERACTIVE [1130]. INTERATOMIC [755].
INTERMEDIATE [183, 1318]. INTERNAL [363, 1198, 1582, 1594, 1672, 903, 1137].
INTERNALLY [1732]. INTERPOLATION [878, 1071, 332, 863, 1285, 887].
INTERPRETABLE [1825]. INTERVAL [735, 1815, 132, 848, 1780, 1804, 1806, 1709]. INTERVALS [1646]. INTERVISIBILITY [645].
INTRODUCED [91]. INTRODUCTION [1122, 1589, 1680, 1098, 1158]. INVARIANCE [90]. INVARIANT [798, 1450, 747, 1156].
INVARIANTS [1336]. INVASION [671, 1415].


Learning
[1826, 1821, 1817, 1828, 1831, 854, 1621, 1825].
least [931]. least-energy [931].
Ledermann [23]. left [1344]. Lenells
[1775, 1720]. length [1627, 588, 143]. lens
[1518]. lenses [290]. Leslie [1057]. levelling
[447]. Liapunov [763]. Lie
[822, 893, 1156, 386]. Liénard [208].
Liñez [1775, 1720]. length [1627, 588, 143].
lens [1518]. lenses [290]. Leslie [1057].
levelling [447]. Liapunov [763]. Lie
[822, 893, 1156, 386]. Liénard [208].
Lenells [1775, 1720]. length [1627, 588, 143]. lens
[1518]. lenses [290]. Leslie [1057]. levelling
[447]. Liapunov [763]. Lie
[822, 893, 1156, 386]. Liénard [208].
[1087]. load [1342]. load-driven [1342].
loaded [62, 1401, 215, 595, 1625]. loading
[647, 563, 1339, 827]. Lobatto [878, 887].
Local
[111]. Mullins [814]. multi
[1071, 1487, 1683, 1164, 1832, 1609, 876, 1548, 1544, 1326]. multi-blebbing [1326].
multi-component [1164, 1609].
multi-innovation [1548]. multi-layer
[1832]. multi-layered [1544]. multi-organ
[1683]. multi-shock [876]. multi-trace
[1487]. multi-wavelets [1071].
multi-compartement [118].
multicomponent [338]. Multicyclic [1350]. Multidimensional
[328, 893, 1252, 1649, 440]. multimodal
[1007]. multimode [1261]. Multiphase
[210, 1591, 1163, 1181]. Multiple
[1598, 1194, 1476, 1665, 662, 591, 1497, 1021, 1545, 1559, 1626, 1251, 1480].
multicompartment [1118].
multiwavelet [1320]. mushes [1809].
mushy [88, 140].
mushy [88, 140].

Nagumo [1619, 406]. Namias [262]. nano
[1513, 1700, 975, 1159]. nanoflow [1159].
nano-inhomogeneity [1513]. nano-slit
[1700]. nanoparticle [1049]. nanoparticles
[1834]. nanostructures [1366]. nanotubes
[1281]. nanowires [1190]. narrow [466].
Natural [1318, 673]. Nature [1275, 1208].
Navier [1528, 1420, 385, 1274, 1138, 1391, 1457, 675, 908, 1388, 693, 939]. near
[731, 1215, 135, 856, 1580, 1384, 740, 395, 483, 1318, 1541, 1220, 1690, 1594, 723, 1374, 355, 1625, 1632, 1444, 1302].
near-equidiffusional [483].
near-equilibrium [395]. near-field [731].
near-shore [355]. near-trapping [804].
nearest [1702]. nearly
[1520, 1612, 321, 158, 382, 1669].
nearly-vertical [158]. necessary [1635].
necking [1105]. negative [1046].
neighbourhood [1731, 640]. nematic
[1471, 1517, 592, 1808, 1440]. neo [847, 401].
neo-Hookean [847, 401]. nets [1225].
netting [658]. network [1702]. Networks
[1305, 1619, 1651, 1829, 1643, 1402, 1822, 351, 1827, 1737, 1035, 1358, 1662, 107, 523, 902, 1288, 1644, 411, 1679, 1441, 1659].
Neuber [1042]. Neuber-based [1042].
Neumann [691, 596, 650, 931, 47, 1385].
Neumann-Kelvin [596, 650]. neural
[1829, 1822, 1827, 1035, 1358, 902, 1288, 1679].
networks [899]. neuroscience [1463].
near [1666, 1388]. Newell [1501].
Newtonian [1213, 1442, 1664, 1713, 1771, 1168, 837, 1184, 1371]. Nicholson
[1304]. nickel [794]. nilpotent [683].
[NLS] [1547]. no [219, 278, 450, 569, 437, 37].
nodal [1017]. node [1702]. noise
[1508, 367, 1419, 1745, 1349]. Noisy
[1749, 1124]. Non [624, 637, 176, 1019, 984, 1759, 1664, 899, 778, 1170, 1258, 1296, 1145, 1202, 293, 1029, 10, 876, 865, 1341, 1046, 1020, 1207, 771, 1459, 1606, 487, 1061, 1322, 924, 1213, 1390, 1837, 1404, 1454, 882, 1280, 893, 886, 1097, 1553, 1030, 860, 954, 642, 1375, 1504, 863, 1537, 1044, 1088, 1002, 1007, 720, 796, 1191, 1075, 1156, 1472, 1027, 1348, 1200, 959, 1201, 691, 1771, 454, 1004, 1609, 841, 1491, 1755, 1009, 1662, 1407, 1698, 728, 972, 1778, 1141, 1168, 1502, 1100, 1547, 1611, 802, 1206, 1310, 1367, 969, 1082, 977, 963, 1738, 1184, 1371, 1633, 1669]. non
[998, 1294, 1149, 1389, 1060, 1382].
non-absorbing [1044]. non-backtracking
[1662]. Non-classical [984].
non-commutative [1755]. non-convex
[1061, 642]. non-destructive [1553].
Non-difusive [293]. non-dispersive
[1669]. Non-equilibrium [1759].
Non-existence [1046]. non-extensive
[969]. Non-failure [1170]. non-Green
[1837]. Non-holonomic [1202].
non-homogeneous [1027, 841, 802].
non-hypersingular [691].
non-instantaneous [1633].
non-isospectral [1191]. non-isothermal [1367].
Non-Linear [10, 1019, 899, 1145, 1029, 865, 1020, 1207, 1322, 924, 1454, 882, 1280, 893, 886, 1030, 860, 954, 863, 1044, 1002, 1075, 1156, 1200, 1201, 1004, 1755, 1009, 972, 1778, 1141, 1502, 1100, 1547, 1206, 1310, 1082, 977, 963, 1046, 1389, 1060, 1382].
non-linearities [1097, 1348].
non-linearity [1611].
non-linearly [487, 454, 1341].
Non-local [624, 1258, 1296, 771, 1459, 1030, 1088, 959, 1004, 1491, 1755, 1407, 1082, 998, 1294, 1149]. non-negative [1046].
Non-Newtonian [1664, 1606, 1213, 1771, 1168, 1184, 1371].
nonequilibrium [391]. nonexistence [1714]. nongraphical [44].
nonhomogeneous [524, 1690, 154].
nonlinear [5, 1709, 1525, 1794].
NS-alpha-deconvolution [1076]. nuclear [85]. nucleate [1181]. nucleation [414].
nucleolus [1437]. null [134]. null-field [134]. number [1607, 1384, 95, 45, 300]. numbers [1200, 1248].
Numerical [861, 1232, 448, 1781, 1276, 243, 1365, 1572, 1737, 1180, 1036, 972, 982, 568, 1393, 255, 874, 309, 1685, 302, 428, 1549, 1370, 928, 1042, 1654, 1052, 409, 1835, 1622, 92, 894, 1361, 1018, 1316, 1346, 1060].
numerical-asymptotic [1370]. nutrient [632].
Operational [85, 426]. operations [13].
operator [736, 685, 100, 1385, 1723].
operators [777, 1774, 148, 1487, 695, 785, 1423, 1386, 1027].
opinion [1749]. optic [289].
Optical [393, 289, 1741, 627, 486, 947, 342, 1211, 1687, 1202, 1609, 329, 1727, 436, 1020].
options [413]. Optimal [323, 1381, 1778, 1342, 737, 325, 589, 1504, 1360, 1584, 1431, 956, 1361].
Optimisation [853]. Optimization [200, 426, 397, 611, 1684, 1362, 1622, 1825].
optimize [1605]. Optimizing [1405, 1723].
Optimum [466]. option [1400, 1287, 1535].
organic [1546]. organisms [1465].
organizing [784]. Organized [1365, 1346].
Origin [1727]. Orthogonal [99, 1071, 41].
Orthotropic [1359, 1053, 1559]. Oscillating [16, 1511, 1079, 352, 591, 1272, 1255, 1675].
Oscillatory [257, 1805, 492, 1724, 1013, 838].
overall [265, 566, 326]. overdetermination [1023, 1386]. overhead [270].
Overpotentials [199]. Oxidant [355].
Oxidant-limited [355]. Oxidation [464, 794, 588, 1180].
Paint [331, 448, 1467, 788, 583, 634].
Papkovich [1042]. Parabolic [346, 266, 831, 942, 1088, 897, 1004, 475, 949, 1206, 634, 300]. parabolic-type [942].
paradox [1467]. parallel [1420, 1688, 1131, 77, 1753, 1480].
Parameter [657, 1796, 1243, 1682, 1616].
Parameterization [1297]. parameterized [60]. Parameters [190, 1396, 1080, 1449].
Parametric [1100, 531, 642, 1173].
parasitic [1833]. Parseval [791, 310].
Parseval-type [310, 791]. part [790, 1209].
partial [1802, 1062, 764, 1549, 1180, 1112, 755, 70, 238, 939]. partially [1788, 1442, 1742, 53, 970, 403].
Particle [1195, 623, 1180, 1050, 222, 399].
past [630, 1263, 1534, 1145, 1192, 446, 1600, 1114, 807]. paste [317]. patches [1454, 474].
path [1377]. pathway [1500].
Patrick [1726].
Pattern [1674, 1151, 506, 858, 707, 1433, 1663, 924, 1019, 521, 930, 1767, 1715, 1020].
Pattern-forming [1019]. patterned [1363].
patterning [1555]. patterns [1733, 1730, 877, 228, 740, 151, 1537, 1758, 233, 1724, 1426, 1236, 1736, 1016, 1041].
PDE [1225, 1212, 1622]. PDE-constrained [1622].
penalty-perturbation [160]. pendulum [161]. penetrable [1370, 1093, 1671].
pentrant [528]. penetration [796, 550].
penetrative [961]. Percolation [86].
Peregrine [1805]. perfect [920, 94].
perfectly [759, 1378, 290, 1626, 315, 834].
perfectly-reflecting [1626]. perforated
[1229, 1685, 538, 569, 1725]. performance
[1405, 1021, 1548]. period [1289]. Periodic
[860, 251, 1067, 557, 1441, 625, 1249, 480,
868, 1763, 798, 1516, 1412, 398, 1229, 545,
68, 1501, 778, 1489, 172, 662, 1816, 1208,
1212, 1056, 1214, 1477, 758, 1353, 1630, 543,
1234, 1349, 1361, 550, 1013, 1429, 1085, 772,
1251, 126, 147, 1710, 1723]. periodically
[733, 1698, 960, 1382]. Periodicity [843].
permafrost [1392]. Permanence
[1056, 456, 800]. permanent
[844, 1010, 1300, 721, 613, 496]. permeabilities [1665]. permeable [1215].
perpendicular [1453]. persistence
[1086, 671, 1584]. persistent [1355].
perturbation
[160, 484, 204, 1084, 1747, 316, 1395, 1025,
1192, 253, 162, 389, 1286, 433, 781].
Perturbational [158]. perturbations
[38, 851, 1295, 838, 1134]. Perturbed
[1471, 1568, 918, 1403, 1331, 1517].
perturbing [763]. Petrov [633].
Petviashvili [331]. pH [1415]. pH-tactic
[1415]. Phase
[211, 1451, 526, 1663, 1232, 746, 249, 255,
333, 50, 492, 1066, 243, 286, 951, 1749, 1495,
236, 423, 450, 1728, 509, 898, 1171, 806, 1325,
413, 83, 1609, 792, 962, 1547, 1485, 311, 47,
1178, 993, 430, 13, 512, 1605, 168, 191, 261].
phase-change [286]. phase-field
[1663, 1485]. phase-field-crystal [1728].
Phase-winding [211]. phased [586].
phaseless [1686]. phases [286, 525].
phenomena [735, 1200, 618, 1214, 122].
phenomenon [1442, 1311, 784].
photoacoustic [1768]. physical [1449].
physically [65]. physics [1827].
physics-informed [1827]. physiological
[122]. picture [373]. piecewise
[798, 1474, 1522, 1409, 1408]. piercing
[596, 650, 198]. piezoelectric [913].
piezoelectric
[1627, 729, 681, 819, 1510, 1021]. pinball
[1127]. pinned [1598, 1444]. pipe
[622, 1442, 1401, 1639, 142, 1546]. pipes
[304]. Pipkin [522]. Pitaevskii [882].
pitchfork [945]. planar
[637, 73, 1509, 1242, 1558, 805, 1605].
Planck [432, 399, 1692]. Plane
[1102, 487, 377, 1218, 135, 1513, 72, 918, 929,
1283, 1453, 895, 621, 335, 720, 822, 1378,
1109, 1203, 600, 635, 9, 523, 1722, 847, 836,
1297, 1342, 914, 1116, 1657, 533, 339].
Plane-strain [339]. planes [211, 1453].
planform [1151, 1520]. plankton
[1586, 632, 1251]. plasma [1592, 350, 788].
plasmas [1090]. plasmid [1137].
plasmid-bearing [1137]. plasmid-free
[1137]. plasmons [1637]. plastic
[594, 621, 1762, 1419]. plasticity [1132, 174].
plate
[234, 160, 1215, 1073, 1567, 62, 753, 879, 1762,
595, 641, 894, 1286, 35, 807, 1045, 1416, 1033].
Plateau [1618]. plates
[599, 639, 716, 787, 1375, 429, 444, 49, 77,
215, 922, 1092, 1107, 1306, 87, 694, 628,
1022, 1492, 1055, 1238, 1129, 1711]. Plesset
[1024, 1289]. plugging [87]. plume
[1146, 181]. Plumes [381, 1242]. plurality
[1576]. Point [377, 529, 1649, 777, 135, 1801,
1390, 1471, 1517, 626, 1534, 1563, 1475, 592,
42, 1212, 1568, 638, 1374, 915, 237, 566].
Point-actuated [1649]. point-circle [777].
point-contact [1801]. Point-source [377].
point-to-periodic [1212]. point-to-point
[1212]. points
[239, 855, 616, 402, 1798, 1382]. pointwise
[832]. Poiseuille [1623, 1297, 124]. Poisson
[1779, 1388, 968, 788, 938]. Pol [108, 68, 245].
Polarity [1767]. Polarity-driven [1767].
polarization [1703]. polars [1838]. pole
[1010]. poles [1502]. Pollutant [381].
pollution [466]. polyconvex [1330].
polygamma [164]. polygon [782].
polygonal [1713]. polygons [1370, 1740].
polyhedra [46]. polyhedral [1039].
polymer [528, 1379, 1328, 727, 880, 941].
[1681]. rolling [208, 53]. roots [197].
Rossby [1607]. rotates [270]. rotating
[1561, 1194, 211, 1620, 775, 1269, 968, 1742,
1486, 1184]. rotation [1198, 1319]. rough
[1606, 864, 474, 1093, 1363]. roughness
[910]. rubber [871]. rubber-like [871]. run
[1584, 1376, 1183]. run-and-tumble [1584].
run-off [1183]. runaway [468, 511, 403, 743].
running [844, 1010, 1300, 1798]. rural
[1376]. Ryaben’kii [1032].
S [1091]. S-transform [1091]. S. [23].
Sagoci [802]. sails [700]. salt [309].
sampling [1753]. sandwich [1130]. sap
[1530]. satellite [852, 754]. satisfaction
[1131]. satisfying [249, 451, 1085].
saturated [1520]. saturation [903, 1175].
sauna [169]. savings [1437]. scalar
[1557, 1577, 997, 1750, 1050, 502]. scale
[981, 1530, 1484, 1230, 1337, 1178].
scale-tissue [1337]. scales
[1627, 1497, 1251]. scanning [727, 880].
scattered [710]. scatterer [731].
scatterers [759, 517, 1039]. Scattering
[54, 234, 625, 1788, 1791, 652, 1378, 595, 680,
1109, 198, 920, 640, 1490, 736, 1176, 797,
864, 585, 690, 731, 1040, 809, 868, 804, 927,
106, 302, 428, 529, 649, 663, 1769, 916, 1370,
1409, 542, 467, 1074, 790, 336, 277, 685, 691,
1093, 971, 1315, 1556, 1656, 750, 134, 1614,
644, 1545, 638, 793, 607, 195, 1626, 2, 56,
430, 412, 175, 343, 1566, 1718, 1695, 1761,
1803, 508, 1686, 1756, 1385]. scheme
[1232, 1612, 1716, 915, 1162]. schemes
[1114, 920]. Schlichting [582].
Schlichting/vortex [500]. Scholes [1535].
Schottky [1468]. Schrödinger [480, 936,
1269, 1560, 1755, 1745, 1502, 1575, 1709].
Schur [1545]. screen [538, 569, 1725].
screens [1685, 550]. sea [105]. Second [405,
1429, 493, 1648, 1276, 1240, 59, 1538, 99, 881,
501, 618, 1284, 1496, 1374, 402, 1657, 1603].
Second-order [405, 493, 1240, 59, 1538, 99,
881, 618, 1284, 1374, 402, 1657, 1603].
section [196, 1593]. sectional [1712].
sections [201]. sector [1556, 1656]. sectors
[820, 822]. sedentary [970]. sedimentation
[1577, 1642, 1586, 222]. seepage [1036].
Segel [932]. Segregation [317]. SEIR
[1765]. Sekerka [814]. Sel’kov [553].
Selection [101, 1407, 372, 1519, 856, 1019].
Self [908, 1305, 1797, 1247, 1511, 695, 785,
322, 1716, 1558, 837, 435, 455, 693, 784, 265,
225, 217, 1389]. Self-Adaptive [1305].
self-adjoint [695, 785]. self-adjointness
[1389]. self-consistent [265]. self-heating
[435, 455]. self-induced [225, 217].
self-monitored [1716]. self-organizing
[784]. self-oscillating [1511]. Self-similar
[908, 1797, 1247, 322, 1558, 837, 693].
Semenov [468]. Semi
[1304, 1129, 234, 1733, 681, 62, 495, 1804,
409, 742, 1109, 1556, 1656, 222, 634].
Semi-analytical [1304, 1129, 742].
semi-infinite
[234, 681, 62, 495, 1804, 409, 1556, 1656, 222].
semi-linear [634]. semi-strong [1733].
semi-transparent [1109]. Semiconductor
[947, 48, 629, 143, 220, 203, 400, 253, 661, 327].
semiconductor-device [203]. semixplcit
[378]. semilinear [514, 295, 1613].
Sensitivity [1700, 322, 1303, 907, 838].
sensor [1303]. separable [612]. separated
[159]. separates [3]. Separating [308].
separation [1681, 243, 1062, 840, 806, 1626].
separation-of-variables [1626].
separations [349]. sequences [177, 1, 37].
Sequential [101]. sequestration [1629].
series [29, 1807, 622, 1300, 1442, 1096, 854,
1462, 171, 515, 1786, 147]. Serre [1696].
server [1754]. service [1437].
servomechanisms [1044]. set
[398, 695, 796, 613]. sets [308, 71]. setting
[1286, 1376]. settling [1712]. Several
[15, 1210, 577, 1265, 17, 89, 145, 402]. SGP4
[1380]. shaded [1010]. shaded-pole [1010].
shadow [1192]. Shafranov [583]. shallow
[548, 79, 984, 1269, 1199, 1318, 748, 1669].
shallow-water [79, 1199, 1669]. Shape [1684, 103, 1527, 397, 779, 1435, 294, 907, 1132, 1436, 931, 1811, 658, 1766, 1742, 682]. shapes [812, 1081, 60, 574]. Shapley [1437].

sharing [1499]. Sharp [882, 1379, 897, 925, 1016, 916, 434, 92, 575].


spring, spring-loaded, spring-mass, square, square-law, square-well, squeeze, squeeze-film, squirmers, squirming, stability, stabilizing, stable, stacked, stacks, stage, stages, stagnant, stagnation, stagnation-point, stall, standard, standby, star, started, state, states, static, stationary, statistically, stator, steadily, steady, stream, streams, strength, stresses, stretched, stretches, strip, strips, strong, strong-property-fluctuation, strongly, structural, structure, structured, steel, stefan, stefan-like, stefan-type, stents, step, steric, stewartson, sticky, stiff, stiffened, stiffness, stone, stopping, storage, straightening, strain, strained, strains, stratabound, strategies, stratification, stratifications, stratified, stream, streamline, streams, strength, stress, stress-dependent, stress-free, stress-softening, stress-strain, stressed, strong-property-fluctuation, strongly, structural, structure, structured.
structures [176, 927, 1126, 1289, 1694, 1464, 1700, 1203, 1102, 373, 1439, 1162, 1193].

strut [259]. students [854], studies [448, 243, 972].

Study [717, 806, 478, 627, 1837, 309, 1034, 1808, 1582, 1180, 745, 855, 1178, 1186, 1162, 1026].

Sturm [1774, 1449]. subclass [1054].

subcritical [1734, 316]. subcriticality [1738].

subdiffusion [1704, 1000].

subdiffusive [1719]. Subharmonic [104].

subharmonics [108]. subject [1340, 1012, 1112, 1102]. subjected [563, 826]. submerged [138, 1764].

suboptimal [668]. subsequences [177].

subsonic [722]. subspaces [1156].

substance [5]. substrate [966, 834].

substrates [1093]. subsurface [226].

Suction [1317, 948, 556, 1134].


supercell [1785]. superconductivity [516].

superconvergence [240]. Supercooling [191, 209]. supercritical [4, 1745].

superheating [83, 191, 209].

superimposed [609, 646]. superplastic [672].

superposed [531, 1722].

supersaturated [252]. support [161].

support-excited [161]. supported [1320, 966, 688]. suppressed [1836, 1715].

supremum [1153].


surface-catalysed [982]. surface-defining [90]. surface-impedance [895].

surface-piercing [596, 650, 198]. Surface-tension-driven [980, 1116].

surfaces [503, 1364, 560, 1211, 149, 1166, 1818, 1255, 107, 1626, 1150, 1165].


susceptible-infected-susceptible [1662]. suspended [93, 137]. suspension [398, 1599, 1585, 662, 501, 1447, 758].


synchronies [1495]. Synchronization [1035, 1619, 1068, 1679]. Synchronous [844, 1010, 1300]. Synchrony [1644].


velocity [1028, 1442, 823, 311, 1374, 270].
ventricle [1344], version [891], versus [1097, 1102]. vertex [595], vertical [1215, 1257, 321, 198, 988, 641, 158, 382, 1207]. vertically [825, 1357].
Viscoelastic [768, 1697, 1561, 870, 339, 712, 1317, 1286, 287], viscoelasticity [1220, 1100, 1466]. viscoplastic [1354].
viscoplasticity [394]. viscosity [1705, 1119, 1367, 520]. Viscous [1486, 1760, 304, 1273, 325, 1065, 1242, 1189, 1832, 1291, 1623, 1816, 1573, 1119, 1428, 81, 1632, 1207].
visions [1142]. Vlasov [1000]. void [223].
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